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REU: Water Quality in the Yucatán Peninsula
• Population growth and expansion of regional tourism
industry are putting pressure on water resources
• Multi-year project to look at physical and human
dimensions of groundwater in the YP led by PIs
• Melissa Lenczewski (Northern Illinois University)
• Ken Voglesonger (Northeastern Illinois University)
• Partnered with local scientists at Centro de Investigación
Científica de Yucatán (CICY)
• Projects include:
•
•
•
•

contaminant flows
geophysics
biological and geochemistry analysis
impacts to health and perceptions of risk
Taking groundwater samples in Leona Vicario.

Recently renewed!

www.niu.edu/ese/reu
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Our Component: Groundwater Elevation Models
• We partnered with the geophysics team to develop
more accurate land and water surface models at our
study sites.
• Geophysics team led by Phil Carpenter (NIU) and Jorge
Perera (CICY) and included student researcher Aimee
Garcia.

• Geophysics team used ground penetrating radar and
other instruments to measure water table depth and
location of freshwater-saline boundary delineate karst
conduits.
• Our task was to map surface elevations and measure
exposed surface water (where present) to tether their
depths to real world coordinates.
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The Problem
• The coastal edge of the YP is exceptionally
flat, confounding typical commercial-grade
GPS units.
• New RTK GPS units are compact and
inexpensive, and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) are increasingly small and are easier
to operate than ever.
• Can we use these small, commercial-grade
RTK GPS units and UAVs to measure ground
and water elevations within an acceptable
error tolerance (< 25 cm)?
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karst system
limestone, dolomite, evaporite

little surface water
highly permeable, fractured rock and thin soils

abundant rainfall
long-term average of 130 cm per year

cenotes
water-filled sinkholes
used as a water source, recreation

Cenotes (red dots), faults (red lines) and age of surface geology. Image from Bauer-Gottwein et al. (2011).

Consensus map of groundwater flow. Image from Bauer-Gottwein et al. (2011).

From Leona Vicario (NW) to the end
of the Ruta de Cenotes in Puerto
Morelos (SE) there is a total elevation
change of ~17 meters.
The profile (~1000x VE) tracks both
the variability in terrain as well as the
noise / error inherent in the SRTM 30
data that makes it too unreliable for
direct use, although smoothed
products may be of value.
distance along route (km)

Satellite elevation estimates for Mexico (left) and the study area (center) are
commensurate with the CONUS values reported by Gesch et al. (2011).
Errors are known to be slightly greater in forested environments.
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Median absolute error for SRTM30 in the study area is 1.41 meters.

(95th percentile 5.58 meters)
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Differential & Real Time Kinematic GPS Measurement
Because of the relatively large error relative to
absolute elevation difference inherent in the
satellite elevation data, researchers have turned
to direct measurement using total stations and
DGPS to measure spot heights in the Yucatán
(Marín et al., 2008; Gondwe et al., 2010).
Marín and Gondwe reported mean absolute
errors of ~ 4 cm for dual-band DGPS devices given
3 hours of recording time.
Newer RTK GPS units use similar methods, but
are substantially less expensive; this makes the
technology much more readily deployable.

Image from Naval Postgraduate School.

Materials (UAVs)
•
•
•
•
•
•

3DR Iris+ and custom designed, 3D
printable mapping drone based on
Pixhawk2 (“The Cube”) flight controller.
GoPro Hero 4 Black (12 MP) mounted to
collect at nadir. Image rate adjusted for
altitude flown (1-4 sec).
Missions planned with Tower (now
Mission Maker for ArduPilot) on-site.
Generally flew 2-4 missions per site, for
double-grid coverage, multiple
elevations, 90% overlap, 85% sidelap.
Images were geotagged in Mission
Planner using drone GPS
Sites reconstructed with Pix4D using
Map template (optimized)

Materials (RTK GPS)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Emlid Reach ($265)
Corrections transmitted via
Bluetooth, wifi
Newer models capable of
transmitting via LoRa radio
Post-processing available
Reported accuracy of ~ 5 cm
Use case generally involves
transmitting corrections to from
“base” to “rover” (e.g., a drone)
in real time or post-processing
the data.
Unless absolute position of
base is known (or calculable),
corrections are only relative.

On Site Workflow
• Set up 2 RTK GPS units to continuously log
coordinates while missions were flown (and
water samples taken, etc., by other REU units).
Units placed on colored cloth to make them
easily seen in photos and reconstructions.
• In a few cases we were able to place GPS units
directly on water surface to see if direct
observation was possible
• Make flights using double-grids and at different
elevations.
• Return to base for post-processing in Pix4D
• Mean output point density ~250 rpsm

• RTK GPS not used as GCPs in Pix4D, but postreconstruction to recenter the point cloud.

Leona Vicario

San Angel A

Verde Lucero

Post-processing RTK GPS Data
• We used a nearby CORS station (in
Puerto Morelos) to provide correction
data

• A single static RTK GPS unit can be used
to fill this role if a CORS station is
unavailable

• Used RTKPOST to process the data
• This is a non-trivial step, and many of
the methods here can produce fairly
different results.
• We used guidance from Emlid, but
tested how noise and altitude filtering,
and integer ambiguity resolution
settings affected the final result.
• Total of 40 GPS logs, mean obs time was
57.3 min

The accuracy of RTK GPS depends greatly on the length of observation time.

Emlid Reach RTK GPS Error Table
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The method of integer ambiguity resolution is quite important.
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The point clouds contain substantial noise

Water can be particularly difficult to reconstruct,
but is easier when there is vegetation.

In several places, flat objects (rooftops, building foundations)
allowed us to clearly inspect the thickness of the resulting point cloud.

Histogram of z-values from rooftop

The Leona Vicario rooftop (shown
normalized to a height of zero) had
a standard deviation of 8 cm, and a
95% CI of 24 cm.
Algorithm design automating some
of these methods will need to
correctly evaluate this “fuzzy”
surface typical of photogrammetric
and some lidar point clouds.

Point cloud variability for several “flat” surfaces we observed.
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Cloud registration method
• Load point cloud, isolate location
where GPS was (e.g., rooftop)
• The difference between RTK GPS
and median position shows the
error in the drone GPS
• I correct for this, and then measure
the water height in the point cloud
• I can compare this height to the
“boat GPS” – a direct (but also
flawed) measurement of water
height

Leaves and branches

Land surface / cenote rim
Debris on surface of water

Reflections rendered as
depth objects

Problems and prospects
• This single, post-hoc GCP registration method will work so
long as the point cloud only needs to be translated and not
rotated
• Most clouds will be metrically correct – this information is
derived from the camera, and not the GPS
• However, position and orientation are derived from the GPS
unit. Errors here will propagate.
• How common is this?
• Only one of our point clouds showed a noticable “tilt” – a
long run down the beach to the UNPM CORS station.
• Still, this a very important source of error we needed to
formally evaluate.
• To answer this question, we looked closely at the drone’s
onboard GPS used to georeferenced the images.

?

Absolute error profile (in meters) for 11.5 hour GPS record from the Iris+.
The error/drift in the z-direction (blue axis) is much more pronounced than x/y.
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Animation shows the first hour of the record. Axes bars are 1
meter in length. The light gray shows the overall track during this
period, and the dark gray is the current minute.

So the idea is to use a real
GPS log to create real
“wander” and use that as the
basis for a Monte Carlo
simulation.
We simulate many flights with
a lot of (real) z-variation, fit a
plane, and then see how
much tilt there was.

We can simulate a flight path to answer several questions
• Does the size of the flight area matter?
• Over a larger area, the GPS errors cancel one
another out, leading to less tilt in the fitted
plane.
• Does shape matter?
• Perhaps a more square survey leads to less
error than a long, skinny survey.
• Does direction matter?
• It might be better to fly a “sawtooth” pattern
than a “down and back” pattern.
• Would it help to fly a double-grid?
• Visiting each point more than once with time
in between could lead to a better positional
estimate.

Assuming a speed of 5 meters per second
and taking a photo every 2 seconds, and
each size simulated 500 times:
Study area size does matter.
The rate of tilt drops from 3 degrees to
about .75 degrees at 150 meters, and the
drops off more slowly from there.

Assuming a loooong down and back:
Shape matters a lot.
The rate of tilt is about 2-3 degrees, but
can easily max out MUCH higher.

Flying a long, skinny track in a sawtooth
improves the performance quite a lot.
The tilt is between .75 and .25 degrees,
but still with a high variance (.75 to 2).

Flying a double grid (red) doesn’t change the median result much,
but it does improve the 95th percentile result quite a lot.

Conclusions
• Our aim was to investigate the feasibility of this method. Can it be used to generate
DEMs and water surface measurements within our error tolerance?
• There are more accurate ways to do this, but they are more expensive.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The error in satellite-based elevation observations is too great for them to be used
directly in the Yucatán for this purpose.
When static post-processing RTK GPS data, continuous and PPP-AR methods
outperform instantaneous and fix-and-hold methods.
Keeping the RTK GPS in place for at least two hours is critical to reducing error.
Flying larger areas reduces tilt in the photogrammetric point cloud; when flying a
corridor, flying a sawtooth pattern helps to reduce tilt.
Assuming distance-to-target is relatively short (~50-100 meters), a single RTK unit can
be used to anchor a point cloud to absolute coordinates within a 25 cm tolerance.
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Abstract
The Yucatán Peninsula (YP) is considered a groundwater-dependent ecosystem, due to its
reliance on aquifers for its supply of freshwater. Increasing population and use of the
underlying aquifers to support the tourism industry in the YP has put pressure on its natural
aquifer systems. One critical component of modeling groundwater effectively is its relation to
surface elevations. In the YP, the best sources of comprehensive elevation data are Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), but the error inherent in
these products when applied to areas of dense vegetation with very low relief makes them less
than ideal for modeling water flow in the YP. In contrast, Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS
corrected surfaces derived from Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) based photogrammetry have
the potential to vastly improve local measurements and provide correction parameters that
can be used to locally calibrate the global elevation datasets. This study uses UAVs equipped
with cameras and precision RTK GPS units to create models of the near-ground environment,
including the ground surface, trees, and exposed groundwater (cenotes). We present a novel
workflow and algorithms to improve point cloud registration, water surface height estimation,
and ground surface elevation using consumer grade RTK and UAV platforms, and provide error
estimates for this method in low-relief, dense vegetation environments such as the YP.
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The overall z-axis drift has both long-wave and short-wave variability.

